200
 WINE
such as Duboscq's, in which comparison is made either with a typical wine
or with an artificial coloured solution.
1.	I. Salleron's Wine-colorimeter.—This apparatus (Fig. 51) con-
sists of a stand on which are fixed (i) ten discs of silk, the colours of these
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fig. 51
varying gradually from
violet-red to red, and (2)
ten perfectly white discs.
Along this stand runs an
apparatus carrying two
tubes, A and B, inclined at
45° and corresponding
exactly with the series of
coloured and white discs respectively. B is arranged so that the thick-
ness of a layer of coloured liquid placed therein can be adjusted and
measured exactly.
Salleron takes as unit a wine which, in a layer 3 mm. deep, exhibits
an intensity of colour equal to that of one of the tints of his wine-colorimeter
scale. Thus, a wine which in this apparatus requires a thickness of 1-5
mm. would have a depth of colour double that of the unit.
The colorimetric observations should not be made in artificial light.
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2.	Duboscq's  Colorimeter.—This consists   (Fig.  52)  of two glass
vessels  into   each  of which   a   glass
cylinder may be lowered by means of
a rack and pinion. Light reflected
from a mirror underneath passes along
the axes of the two vessels and cylin-
ders into a system of two prisms, by
means of which the two halves of the
field of the eye-piece at the top are
illuminated.
fig. 52
The two liquids to be compared
are placed in the two vessels and the
glass cylinders adjusted until the two
halves of the field appear equally
illuminated; the respective depths of
colour of the two liquids are then
inversely proportional to the thick-
nesses of the layers. Three observa-
tions should be made with varying
depths of the two liquids and the
mean of the three results taken. In
the case of wine, a 0-1% solution of
Bordeaux red is used as comparison
liquid.
13. Detection of Extraneous Colouring Matters
1. In  Red Wines.—These may be coloured with artificial organic
colours (usually mixtures, such as vinolin) or with vegetable colours.

